


Umbrellas,  rUcksacks and    briefcases...

   Umbrellas,     rucksacks   and           briefcases...

mUst be           left in           the cloakroom.

   must be               left in                            the cloakroom.

the cGac  is a mUseUm. 

The CGAC       is a museum.

closed on mondays. 

    Closed on Mondays.

the cGac opens at 11 a.m.        and closes at 8 p.m.

The CGAC opens at 11 a.m.       and closes at 8 p.m.

free entry.

    Free entry.

photos are allowed    withoUt flash.

	 		Photos	are	allowed	 										without	flash.

Videos are not allowed.

     Videos are not allowed.



lifts are aVailable.

     Lifts are available.

adapted toilets are aVailable.

        Adapted toilets are available.

pets are not permitted.

         Pets are not permitted.

GUide doGs are allowed.

      Guide dogs are allowed.

smokinG is not permitted.

       Smoking is not permitted.

no entry with food   or drink.

      No entry with food          or drink.

mobile phones mUst be set to  silent mode.

            Mobile phones must be set to        silent mode.

the cGac      has     a coffee shop,    a bookshop  and  a library.

  The CGAC         has          a coffee shop,    a bookshop        and      a library.



contemporary         art.

contemporary              art.

the cGac           was opened         in 1993.

The CGAC        was opened              in 1993.

the cGac takes the art and cUltUre

         The CGAC takes the art and culture

the cGac is a place that  exhibits  and  sUpports

    The CGAC is a place that    exhibits   and     supports

from Galicia to the rest of the world.

          from Galicia to the rest of the world.



the cGac offers a ranGe of actiVities: cinema,       mUsic, 

        The CGAC offers a range of activities::              cinema,                 music, 

dance,    photoGraphy,   fashion,     architectUre,  etc.

  dance,        photography,            fashion,           architecture,     etc.

the cGac brinGs the art and cUltUre

       The CGAC brings the art and culture

exhibitions in    the cGac      keep chanGinG.

  Exhibitions in                the CGAC          keep changing.

from the rest of the world to Galicia.

      from the rest of the world to Galicia.
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